Content

- Describe WHY you have chosen your hobby. Be personal, please!
- Describe your hobby (Equipment, rules, indoors/outdoors)
- What qualities do you need for the hobby and why? (strong, fast, smart, helpful)
- Do you have a dream that you want to fulfil with your hobby?
- Do you have an idol within your field? Describe this person shortly.
- Describe your future with your hobby. Dreams?

How

- Prepare your presentation in PowerPoint, Prezi or Keynote.
- Be prepared to present in front of a group of 10-25 classmates.
- Speak for 2-6 minutes.
- Include pictures and maybe a short instructive film, if possible,
- Preparation during week 4-5
- Use keywords when you speak. Avoid reading from a script. Practise before and you will manage really well!
- Make sure you use vocabulary and language that you know well and are comfortable with.
- Be prepared to answer questions from your classmates about your hobby.

DEAD LINE Monday the 2nd of February.

Break a leg!

Charlotta
Useful sentences:

#I have chosen my hobby because…

#Example of equipment that is used in my hobby can be… and…

#There are also rules within my hobby, for example…

#Most of the time (name of hobby) is performed (indoors/outdoors) but it can also be performed (indoors/outdoors) depending on…

#Qualities that you need to have are…

#What I want to achieve/ what I want to accomplish with my hobby is to…

#My idol or role model (förebild) is … because…

#I have been more or less active since I was (age)

# Pros (fördelar) and cons (nackdelar) with my hobby